CENTRAL LAB
SERVICES

Because our labs are closer to your
investigator sites, samples travel
shorter distances for better cost
and operational efficiencies.

TESTING SERVICES
• General safety
• Molecular diagnostics
• Specialized oncology assays
• Biomarker analysis
• Pharmacokinetic analysis
• Method development and validation

CLINICAL TRIAL SERVICES
• Project management
• Data management and reporting
• Kit building
• Logistics
• Sample tracking and logistics
• Quality assurance
• S cientific Operations Support
contract staffing

A worldwide network of leading
laboratories without borders.
With more than 25 locations around the world and
central laboratory capabilities on six continents, we
put you at the center of a global network of some of
the world’s most prestigious laboratories. LabConnect
provides both routine and highly specialized testing,
supporting everything from single-site studies to large
multinational trials.
With more than 4,000 validated tests across our network, LabConnect can
handle everything from general safety testing to the most complex molecular
diagnostics and biomarker analyses. Our extensive test menu includes a
broad range of validated assays and diagnostic platforms, and we also
provide method development and validation services.
What sets LabConnect apart is our blend of local resources and global
capabilities. Experienced project managers coordinate global logistics with
local contacts to give you both a single point of contact and knowledge of
regional customs and regulatory requirements. Additionally, because our labs
are closer to your investigator sites, samples travel shorter distances for better
cost and operational efficiencies. Our state-of-the-art, aliquot-level, sample
management system, SampleGISTICS™, keeps track of your samples from
collection through biostorage with full sponsor visibility.

CENTRAL LAB SERVICES (cont.)
LABORATORY HARMONIZATION
LabConnect harmonizes method calibrations throughout our network to ensure
accurate and consistent results worldwide. Program components include:
• Common reference intervals
• C
 ommon Internal Quality Control (IQC) samples for monitoring
analytical precision
• B
 aseline assessments of analytical performance using common sets
of human serum samples covering the clinical range of interest for
the analytes measured

GLOBAL NETWORK, LOCAL RESOURCES
• North America
• Central & Eastern Europe
• India & Southeast Asia

Experienced project managers
coordinate global logistics with
local contacts to give you both
a single point of contact and
knowledge of regional customs
and regulatory requirements.

• Australia
• South America
• Africa

ABOUT LABCONNECT

1.206.322.4680 I www.labconnectllc.com

Central Lab Services

Specialized Testing

Founded in 2002, LabConnect provides global central laboratory services including
routine and esoteric laboratory testing, kit building, sample management, biorepository
and scientific support services for biopharmaceutical and CRO clients. LabConnect’s
unique combination of state-of-the-art technology, world-class laboratories, easy
access to emerging markets and extensive specialized testing expertise means
the drug development industry can rely on a single provider for all of their central
laboratory service needs.

Biorepository

Scientific Operations

SampleGISTICS™

BioVisualization

Clinical Kits

